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a b s t r a c t
Popular web sites are expected to handle huge number of requests concurrently within
a reasonable time frame. The performance of these web sites is largely dependent on
effective thread management of their web servers. Although the implementation of static
and dynamic thread policies is common practice, remarkably little is known about the
implications on performance. Moreover, the commonly used policies do not take into
account the complex interaction between the threads that compete for access to a shared
resource.
We propose new dynamic thread-assignment policies that minimize the average
response time of web servers. The web server is modeled as a two-layered tandem of multithreading queues, where the active threads compete for access to a common resource.
This type of two-layered queueing model, which occurs naturally in the performance
modeling of systems with intensive software–hardware interaction, are on the one hand
appealing from an application point of view, but on the other hand are challenging from
a methodological point of view. Our results show that the optimal dynamic threadassignment policies yield strong reductions in the response times. Validation on an Apache
web server shows that our dynamic thread policies confirm our analytical results.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The rise of Internet and broadband communication technology have boosted the use of web-based services that
combine and integrate information from geographically distributed information systems. As a consequence, popular web
sites are expected to handle huge numbers of requests simultaneously without noticeable degradation of the responsetime performance. Moreover, web servers must perform significant CPU- and disk I/O-intensive processing, caused by
the emergence of server-side scripting technologies (e.g., Java servlets, Active Server Pages, PHP). Furthermore, web
pages involving recent and personalized information (location information, headline news, hotel reservations) are created
dynamically on-the-fly and hence are not cacheable. This limits the effectiveness of caching infrastructures that are usually
implemented to boost the response-time performance of commercial web sites and limit bandwidth consumption. At
the same time, as a result of the recent advances in wired networking technology, there is usually ample core network
bandwidth available at reasonable prices. As a consequence of these developments, web servers tend to become performance
bottlenecks in many cases. These observations raise the need for web-based service providers to control the performance
of their web servers.
Web servers are typically equipped with a pool of threads. In many cases, a request is composed of a number of processing
steps that are performed in sequential order. For example, see Fig. 1, an HTTP GET request may require processing in
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Fig. 1. A web server model.

several steps: a document-retrieval step and a sequence of script-processing steps to create dynamic content. Similarly, an
HTTP POST request may require a document-processing step and several database update queries. To handle the incoming
requests, web servers usually implement a number of thread pools that are dedicated to process a specific processing step
[1,2].
The performance of the web server is largely dependent on the thread-management policy. This policy may be either
static (i.e., with a fixed number of threads—possibly of different types) or dynamic (i.e., where threads may be created or
killed depending on the state of the server). Traditionally, many web servers implement a simple static thread-assignment
policy, where the size of the thread pool (i.e., the maximum number of threads that can simultaneously execute processing
steps) is a configurable system parameter. This leads to a trade-off regarding the proper dimensioning of thread pools
to optimize performance: on the one hand, assigning too few threads may lead to relative starvation of processing
power, creating a performance bottleneck that may increase the average response time of requests, particularly when
the workload increases. On the other hand, if the total number of threads running on a single hardware component is
too large, performance degradation may occur due to superfluous context switching overhead and memory or disk I/O
activity. Nowadays, more efficient thread policies are widely implemented. In order to effectively react to sudden bursts of
transaction requests, many web servers implement simple dynamic thread-management algorithms that allow threads to
be created or killed, depending on the actual number of active threads. However, even though the implementation of these
thread policies is common practice, a thorough understanding of the implications of the proper choice of thread-assignment
policies and the settings of the parameters on the performance of the web server is mostly lacking. In particular, the trade-off
between relative starvation of processing power in the case of too few threads and the performance degradation in the case
of too many threads is not fully understood (see [3] for recent results on software bottlenecks). Moreover, the commonly
used thread policies do not take into account the probability distribution of the service times required by the different
requests, while significant performance improvements can be obtained by doing so.
A key feature of multi-threaded web servers is that the threads typically share a common hardware (e.g., a CPU and disk)
with a limited amount of capacity. This naturally leads to the formulation of a two-layered tandem of multi-server queues,
where the active threads share the processor capacity in a processing sharing (PS) fashion; i.e., when there are k threads
active at some moment in time, then each of these k threads receives a fair share 1/k of the total processor capacity [4].
In this model, transaction requests are represented by customers, threads are represented by servers, and response times
are represented by the sojourn times of the customers. To identify optimal thread-assignment policies, we describe the
evolution of the system as a Markov decision model and derive optimal thread policies from the properties of the relative
value function. In doing so, we show that the structure of the optimal thread policy strongly depends on the service-time
distributions of the different processing steps in the web server; in practice, these distributions can be monitored and
updated on-the-fly.
An interesting feature of this model is that it has a two-layered structure, modeling the complex interaction between
contention at the hardware (CPU, disk, memory) layer and the software entities (threads) layer. At the software layer, the
processing steps, comprising a request, are processed by different (say N) types of threads. However, the active threads
effectively share the underlying resource: the more threads that are active, the smaller the processor capacity that is assigned
to each thread. In this way, the thread is no longer an autonomous entity operating at a fixed rate; instead, the processing
rate of each thread continuously changes over time. Evidently, for N = 1, the model coincides with the classical processorsharing discipline; but for N > 1, the processing speed of one thread pool depends on the state of the other thread pools.
This type of interaction makes the model rather complicated, and highly challenging from a methodological point of view.
In this paper our objective is to construct a model that, on the one hand captures key features of web servers, but on the
other hand is simple enough to allow for an analytic analysis. To this end, we make a number of simplifying assumptions:
(1) each request traverses a fixed and known path, and (2) the active threads effectively share a single bottleneck hardware
resource (CPU, disk) in a PS fashion (see also page 20 of [5]). Although these assumptions may not be entirely realistic in some
practical situations (see also Section 5 for a discussion about the model assumptions and Section 6 for model extensions) the
results presented in this paper provide important initial insights into the structure of optimal thread assignment policies
for web servers (see also Section 6). In this context, the contribution of the paper should be viewed as a first important step
to the development of thread policies for more complex web server models.
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Although the theory of job scheduling with autonomous independent servers is well-matured, in the literature only a few
papers deal with scheduling of web servers. Harchol-Balter et al. [6–8] and Crovella et al. [9] study scheduling policies for
web servers to reduce the response-time performance of web servers with static web pages, provided the size of a web page
is known a-priori; for this type of model, the results show that the classical Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) policy
is very effective [10]. In contrast to the present paper, it should be noted that the results in [6] are based on the assumption
that the network interface, rather than the web server itself, is the performance bottleneck; this leads to fundamentally
different performance models than the one considered in the present paper. In this context, the contribution of the present
paper complements the results obtained in the above references. Menascé [11] gives an overview of issues involved in
modeling web servers. Cao et al. [12] propose to model a web server by a simple M/G/1/K/PS-queue, and validate the
model through lab experiments. Detailed performance models for web servers, explicitly including the interaction between
software and hardware contention, were proposed in [4,1]; these modeling efforts naturally led to the formulation of twolayered queueing models.
Several other papers also focus on queueing networks with a layered structure. Rolia and Sevcik [13] propose the Method
of Layers (MoL), i.e., a closed queueing-network model based on the responsiveness of client–server applications. Woodside
et al. [14] propose the so-called Stochastic Rendez-Vous Network (SRVN) model to analyze the performance of application
software with client–server synchronization. Ramesh and Perros [15] model a web server system where clients and servers
communicate via synchronous and asynchronous communication, and where the servers form a multi-layered hierarchical
structure. They propose an approximate method for calculating the mean response time based on a decomposition approach.
Dilley et al. [5] describe custom instrumentation to collect workload metrics and model parameters from large-scale web
servers. They develop a layered queueing model (LQM) of a web server and use the model to predict the impact of a single
web server thread pool size on the server and client response times. Franks et al. [3] focus on the correct definition and
detection of bottlenecks in the context of layered queueing models. Related models are the so-called coupled-processor
models, i.e., multi-server models where the speed of a server at a queue depends on the number of servers at the other
queues (see [16–18]). For a two-layered network of two multi-server queues with processor sharing, remarkable results on
the per-queue stability were obtained in [19].
Although a lot of progress has been made in understanding and improving the performance of web servers in the
references outlined above, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, the problem of dynamic control of threads in layered
queueing networks has not been addressed in the literature.
In this paper, we model a web server by a two-layered queueing network with a single processor-shared resource.
We describe the evolution of the system as a Markov decision process from which we obtain simple and readily
implementable dynamic thread-assignment policies that minimize the expected response time of the requests. The servicetime distributions are modeled by the class of phase-type distributions, which is a broad class of distributions and also
allows one to study the impact of heavy-tailed distributions. The results show not only that, but also how the optimal policy
depends on the service-time distributions at each of the processing steps. The proposed policy uses monitored information
on both the number of active threads and the probability distribution of the required service time per request. Our results
show that the optimal dynamic thread-assignment policies yield strong reductions in the response times. To validate the
model, we have tested the performance of our policies in an experimental setting on an Apache web server. The experimental
results show that our policies indeed lead to significant reductions of the response time, which demonstrates the practical
usefulness of the results.
The contribution of this paper is of both methodological and practical interest. First, from an application point of view,
we derive explicit dynamic optimal thread-assignment policies for web servers, and show by experiments with an Apache
web server that these polices indeed lead to significant reductions of the response times of the web server. Second, from a
methodological point of view, the optimal thread-assignment policies derived in this paper are among the few exact detailed
results for queueing networks with interacting servers; a class of queueing models for which hardly any exact results are
known today. As such, the results derived in this paper can be seen as pioneering analytical contributions in the field of
multi-layered queueing models. These observations make the contribution of this paper evident.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we formulate the model. Section 3 derives optimal
dynamic thread-assignment policies. In Section 4 we consider numerical experiments and evaluate them on an Apache web
server. In Section 5 we discuss the model assumptions and the computational complexity of the thread-assignment policies.
We conclude in Section 6 and give ideas for further research directions.
2. Model description
In this section we model the problem of dynamic thread assignment in the context of a multi-layered queueing system
with a shared PS resource. For this purpose, consider a network of N queues in tandem with a common shared processor for
serving arriving requests. Requests arrive according to a Poisson process with rate λ to the first queue. At each queue, threads
can be spawned which may be assigned to a request. When a request is assigned to a thread at queue i, it receives service Si
with mean duration βi for i = 1, . . . , N. However, during service, the request only gets a fraction of the total capacity of the
server, depending on the number of outstanding threads k(i) at each queue i for i = 1, . . . , N. Upon completion of service,
the thread is terminated and the request proceeds to queue i + 1 if i < N, or it leaves the system otherwise. If a request is
not assigned a thread, the request joins an infinite buffer at the queue and waits until it is assigned a thread. Note that we do
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Fig. 2. A two-layered queueing system.

not explicitly model delays due to context switching between threads, since the CPU time in comparison to the processing
times of the threads is negligible (see Remark 4.1 for a justification). The load on the system is given by ρ = λ(β1 +· · ·+βN ).
This model is illustrated in Fig. 2.
To obtain optimal thread-assignment policies that minimize the expected response times, we model the system in the
framework of Markov decision theory. To this end, we model the service-time distribution of Si by a phase-type distribution
(i)
(i)
(i)
with Mi + 1 states (where state Mi + 1 is the absorbing state), with initial distribution η(i) = (η1 , . . . , ηMi ), where ηj is
the probability that the Markov chain starts in state j for j = 1, . . . , Mi . When the Markov chain is in state j, the time that
(i)
the process spends in state j has an exponential distribution with parameter µj . Upon leaving state j, the process jumps
(i)

(i)

P M +1

(i)

to state l with probability pjl , or jumps to the absorbing state Mi + 1 with probability pj,Mi +1 , where l=i1 pj,l = 1. The
absorbing state corresponds to a completion of the service requirement at queue i.
Phase-type distributions have the important feature that they are dense in the class of all non-negative distributions,
while retaining their tractability [20]. Therefore, it is possible to model heavy-tailed distributions by phase-type
distributions. This is especially relevant, since it has been observed that file sizes on web servers follow a heavy-tailed
distribution (see, e.g., [9]). It is common to fit phase-type distributions on the mean ESi = βi and on the coefficient of
variation cSi (see, e.g., [21]), or by the more complex EM-algorithm (see [22]).
Next, we uniformize the system (see Section 11.5 of [23]). For simplicity we assume that λ + max{1/β1 , . . . , 1/βN } = 1;
we can always get this by scaling. Uniformizing is equivalent to adding dummy transitions (from a state to itself) such that
the rate out of each state is equal to 1; then we can consider the rates to be transition probabilities. Note that rate costs in
this case are equivalent to lump costs at each epoch.
E be the vector that denotes the number of requests in each phase, i.e., n(j i) is the number of requests in phase j that
Let n
are waiting at queue i plus the number of requests in phase j in service at queue i for i = 1, . . . , N. Moreover, let the vector
Ek denote the number of outstanding threads, i.e, k(j i) is the number of outstanding threads for requests in phase j at queue i.
(i)

(i)

Thus, the number of outstanding threads at queue i equals k(i) = k1 + · · · + kMi . A state x of the system, depicted in Fig. 2,

is then given by the tuple (E
n, E
k).
Let EW be the expected response time of an arbitrary customer in the system. The goal is to find a policy π ∗ that
minimizes EW . By using Little’s Law (see [21]) this objective translates to minimizing the expected number of requests
in the system. Therefore, we assume that the system is subject to unit costs for holding a request per unit of time in the
system. Let ut (x) denote the total expected costs up to time t when the system starts in state x. Note that the Markov chain
satisfies the unichain condition, so that the average expected cost g = limt →∞ ut (x)/t, i.e., the average number of requests
in the system is independent of the initial state x (Proposition 8.2.1 of [23]). The expected response time EW can then be
expressed as g /λ.
Let V (E
n, E
k) be a real-valued function defined on the state space. This function will play the role of the relative value
function, i.e., the asymptotic difference in total costs that results from starting the process in state (E
n, E
k) instead of some
reference state. The long-term average optimal actions are a solution of the optimality equation (in vector notation)
g + V = TV , where T is the dynamic programming operator acting on V defined as follows:
TV (E
n, E
k) =



(i) (i) (i)
Mi X
Mi k µ p H n
M1
N X


E − e(j i) + e(l i) , Ek − e(j i) + e(l i)
X
X
j
j
jl
(i)
nj + λ
ηj(1)H nE + e(j 1), Ek +
k(1) + · · · + k(N )
j =1
j=1
i=1 j=1 l=1

Mi
N X
X
i=1

+

(i) (i) (i)
(i+1)
Mi X
Mi
N X
X
kj µj pj,M +1 ηl
i

i=1 j=1 l=1

"
+ 1−λ−



(i)

(i) (i)

#

(i+1)

E − ej + el
H n
k(1) + · · · + k(N )

Mi M
N X
i +1
X
X
i =1 j =1

l =1

(i)

kj µj pjl

k(1) + · · · + k(N )

V (E
n, E
k),

, Ek − e(j i)
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with ei the unit vector with all entries zero, except for the i-th entry for i = 1, . . . , N, and with eN +1 the zero vector. The
(i)
unit vector ej is similarly defined. The actions, denoted by H, are given by

 

(i)

E, Ek + aej
H (E
n, E
k) = min V n





i = 1, . . . , N ,
a ∈ N0 ,
j = 1, . . . , Mi ,



(i)

E, Ek + aej
with N0 = {0, 1, 2, . . .}, where V n



represents the action that spawns a additional threads at queue j. From

the definition of H, we see that it is possible to spawn more threads than there are requests waiting. This is obviously not
optimal, since that leads to loss of capacity in the model. Therefore, the model ensures that threads will only be spawned
for requests that are waiting for service.
A policy π maps the state (E
n, E
k) to an admissible action a, which represents the number of additional threads to be
E
spawned in state (E
n, k). Thus, the information that one uses to derive optimal actions generally depends on the number of
requests in each phase at each of the queues, as well as the number the number of outstanding threads for each request in
each phase.
The first term in the expression TV (E
n, E
k) models the direct costs, i.e., the total number of requests in the system. The
(1)
second term models the arrivals, which occur with rate ληj to phase j at the first queue. The transitions of a request to a
different phase within each queue are given by the third term. A transition from phase j to phase l for a request in queue i

(i)
(i) (i)
occurs with rate µj pjl , but this is adjusted with the factor kj / k(1) + · · · + k(N ) , since that request only uses a fair share of
the service capacity. Note that the system is specifically modeled such that when a request moves from one phase to another,
the previously assigned thread is not lost. The thread is only released upon completion of the service requirement. The next
term, which accounts for a transition to the absorbing state, is similarly explained with the exception that the departure is
(i+1)
split into arrivals to phase l of the next queue with probability ηl
. The last term is the uniformization constant, to account
for the dummy transitions added to the model.
The optimality equation g + V = TV is hard to solve analytically in practice. Alternatively, the optimal actions can also
be obtained by recursively defining Vl+1 = TVl for arbitrary V0 . For l → ∞, the maximizing actions converge to the optimal
ones (for existence and convergence of solutions and optimal policies we refer to [23]). Consequently, when V is known, we
can restrict our attention to the function H to obtain the optimal actions. In Section 4 we adopt this approach to compute
optimal policies.
3. Dynamic thread management
In this section, we focus on dynamic thread assignment. We determine, using dynamic programming, optimal policies
minimizing the expected response time per request. The performance of the optimal policies is compared to the performance
of policies that only serve requests based on the number of threads outstanding. A specific example of the latter case is
the policy that serves one request with only one outstanding thread until it leaves the system, resulting in a first-comefirst-served (FCFS) policy. The other extreme is the policy that always serves all requests so that new threads are spawned
for arriving requests. The intermediate case, which is commonly implemented in web servers, is the policy that serves
requests simultaneously with a number of threads, of which the maximum number is limited by some specified number.
More precisely, let π (k) be the policy that spawns, at most k threads in total, such that the requests in queue i get priority
over requests in queue j when i ≥ j. Note that the three policies mentioned earlier are represented by π (1) , π (∞) , and π (k)
for k = 2, 3, . . ., respectively.
Exponential service-time distributions are a special case of phase-type distributions, namely those with one phase only.
In this case, the optimal policy that minimizes the expected response time is to serve according to policy π (1) , i.e., serve
one request with only one outstanding thread until it leaves the system, such that the requests in queue i get priority
over requests in queue j when i > j. This result also holds when the service-time distributions are replaced with Erlang
distributions. This class of distribution models the situation where a web server fetches a web page and also performs
server-side scripting for the page.
The optimal policy changes when the service-time distributions are replaced with hyper-exponential distributions. In
this case, requests waiting in queue i may have a smaller expected sojourn time compared to a request in queue j > i when
a thread is opened at queue i. For this reason, the optimal policy can be obtained efficiently by recursive computation.
As will follow from Theorem 3.1, this policy coincides with the optimal policies for exponential and Erlang servicetime distributions. For these distributions, there is only one service phase, so that the expected sojourn time decreases
monotonically as a request progresses to the last queue. Therefore, there is only one thread outstanding, at most.
In the previous paragraphs, we have obtained intuition for optimal policies for dynamic thread management. We have
seen that the expected sojourn time of requests plays a key role in the decision to spawn threads. In the case of exponential
and Erlang service distributions, it was not possible to obtain a smaller expected sojourn time than the expected sojourn
time of a job further in the system when spawning additional threads, and therefore the FCFS policy is optimal. In the case
of hyper-exponential service distributions, we obtained that the optimal actions at queue i depend on the state of queues
j ≥ i and the decision rules for those queues. This result also holds for the general phase-type service distributions.
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Theorem 3.1. Let ϕi (E
n, E
k) denote the decision rule that describes the thread-management rule at queue i, for i = 1, . . . , N. Let ϕi
be such that it spawns s threads for requests in phase j at queue i given state (E
n, E
k), when the expected sojourn time of the s phase-j
requests become smaller than the expected sojourn time of at least one job in queue j ≥ i under decision rules ϕi+1 , . . . , ϕN . Then
policy π = (ϕ1 , . . . , ϕN ) is optimal.
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is fairly straightforward, but computationally cumbersome. Therefore, we only give a brief
sketch of the proof. To this end, we first consider the case of exponential service times. In this case, the dynamic programming
operator T becomes
TV (E
n, E
k) =

N
X

ni + λH (E
n + e1 , E
k) +

i=1

n
X
ki
i =1

K

µH (En − ei + ei+1 , Ek − ei ) + µ −

N
X
ki
i=1

K

!
µ V (En, Ek),

with K = k1 + · · · + kN . It turns out that V (E
n, E
k) satisfies the following properties (which can be proven by induction
arguments on l in the relation Vl+1 = TVl for arbitrary V0 ):
(1) V (E
n, E
k) ≥ V (E
n − ei , E
k − ei ),
(2) V (E
n, E
k) ≥ V (E
n − ei + ei+1 , E
k − ei ) ,

(3) V (E
n, E
k) ≥ V (E
n, es ), s = max j|xj > 0 .
The first inequality tells us that having fewer requests in the system is better. However, since requests can only leave the
system when reaching queue N, we need the second inequality that states that having further requests in the system is better.
Finally, these properties are needed to prove the last inequality which represents the optimal policy, i.e., serve requests in a
FCFS manner. The case for general phase-type service distributions is proven with similar techniques. However, one needs
to use additional properties (namely, submodularity and subconvexity) of V (E
n, E
k) in the proof, and the induction arguments
become longer. Note that although the model is complex, the optimal policy is quite simple in many cases. Moreover, the
policy can be implemented recursively, since the decision for requests at queue i depends only on the requests in queue
j ≥ i. Therefore, this model leads to an efficient implementation of dynamic thread-assignment policies in web server
performance optimization.
4. Numerical experiments
In the previous section, we determined optimal policies for general phase-type service distributions. In this section, we
compare these policies with other thread-assignment rules that are frequently used. First, for various parameter settings,
we analytically show that the optimal policies outperform the simple thread-assignment rules. Then, we compare the
theoretically obtained improvements with those that are obtained in an experimental setting on an Apache web server.
4.1. Comparison of policies
In this subsection, we analytically compare the optimal policy, which we denote by π ∗ , with commonly used alternative
policies. For this purpose, we use a web server infrastructure with N = 2, and where Mi = 1 or 2 for i = 1, . . . , N. We
consider the following alternative policies: π (1) , π (4) , π (∞) , and π (1,1) . Note that the first three policies follow the notation
given in Section 3, i.e., the policy that spawns at most k = 1, 4, and unlimited threads in total such that requests in queue
i get priority over requests in queue j when i > j. The last policy, denoted by π (1,1) , is the policy that spawns at most one
thread at queue 1 and at most one thread at queue 2, independent of each other. We are interested in the gain, defined as

EW (π (s) ) − E(π ∗ ) /EW (π ∗ ) × 100%,



where EW (π ) is the expected response time under policy π , and π (s) is one of the alternative policies.
In our scenarios, we focus on exponentially and hyper-exponentially distributed service times. The choice for these
distributions is motivated by the fact that they have a coefficient of variation that is equal to one and bigger than one,
respectively. The coefficient of variation can be seen as a measure for the variation in the service times, i.e., it is the ratio
of the standard deviation and the mean of the service times. Low (high) values of the coefficient of variation correspond to
low (high) variability in the service times. These service distributions are rich and simple enough to gain insight into the
structure of optimal policies. The Erlang distributed service times (which have a coefficient of variation smaller than one)
are not considered here, because the optimal policy for the case of Erlang and exponentially distributed service times are
equal.
In Table 1 we present the different scenarios with the corresponding parameter settings for which we have compared
(i)
the policies. In case the coefficient of variation equals one, we only mention β1 , since there are no other phases. In the
(i)

(i)

(i)

(i)

other case, we mention both β1 which is selected with probability r1 and β2 which is selected with probability 1 − r1 .
Moreover, the average load ρ = λ(β1 + β2 ) on the system is taken to be constant, ρ = 0.6. The table also presents the gains
in expected response times for the 12 different cases, as defined above. The last line in this table represents the average
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Table 1
The performance of policies under twelve scenarios.
Case

cS21

cS22

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

1
1
5
5
1
1
5
5
1
1
5
5

1
5
1
5
1
5
1
5
1
5
1
5

(1)

r1

(2)

r1

0.91
0.91
0.91

0.91
0.91

0.91
0.91

0.91
0.91

0.91
0.91

0.91

β1(1)
1.00
1.00
0.55
0.55
1.00
1.00
0.55
0.55
5.00
5.00
2.75
2.75

β2(1)

5.45
5.45

5.45
5.45

27.25
27.25

β1(2)
1.00
0.55
1.00
0.55
5.00
2.75
5.00
2.75
1.00
0.55
1.00
0.55

β2(2)
5.45
5.45
27.25
27.25
5.45
5.45

π (1) (%)

π (4) (%)

π (∞) (%)

π (1,1) (%)

0.00
18.99
34.79
66.06
0.00
78.61
5.57
99.82
0.00
0.00
98.91
91.26
41.17

13.82
5.73
19.77
23.78
7.12
14.73
9.93
26.93
7.12
4.13
40.53
21.49
16.25

17.63
3.45
17.19
14.50
9.08
2.04
11.11
11.94
9.
5.25
13.64
7.14
10.17

16.92
47.38
53.05
94.96
10.02
97.35
14.74
119.78
4.57
5.74
104.17
98.07
55.56

Fig. 3. Expected response times (in seconds) for the twelve scenarios.

gain compared to each policy. Note that the case with ρ = 0.6 is representative, since experiments with other loads give
comparable performance gains.
Fig. 3 shows the expected response times in seconds for the five policies for the twelve scenarios. We can immediately
see that the optimal policy π ∗ leads to significant reductions in the expected response times. For exponentially distributed
service times at both queues, the optimal policy is given by π (1) , and this can be seen in the figure by the two bars of equal
height. However, we see that in many cases of hyper-exponentially distributed service times, the gain is significant when
compared to all other policies.
4.2. The Apache web server
In this subsection. we validate the theoretically obtained improvements of the previous section with improvements that
are obtained in an experimental setting on an Apache web server. For the experimental setup, we use the Apache HTTP
server version 1.3.33 running on a 2.8 GHz Linux platform with kernel version 2.4.31. The requests are generated according
to a Poisson process by a Perl script that issues HTTP GET requests from a remote desktop. The requests that the script makes
are requests to PHP pages that draw a random number w from a pre-specified probability distribution. This random number
is then used to generate a file of size w megabytes, and is displayed as a web page. After displaying the web page, a second
PHP page is requested which behaves similarly. The second page represents the requests at the second queue that also use
the same underlying CPU, memory, and I/O hardware.
The policies are not implemented directly in the Apache web server code. The script that issues the requests for the web
pages keeps track of the requests in service and does request policing. Thus, it maintains a list of requests that still need to
be issued and it implements a queue. Therefore, the script has complete state information and can decide when to issue a
request for a web page with the right parameters, based on the given policies. Since the time the script needs for decision
making is negligible, we expect that implementing the code in the Apache web server does not add significant additional
computational overhead. Therefore, the results still give realistic indications of the improvements that can be obtained.
Remark 4.1. The threads are spawned by the Apache web server itself, and consequently delays due to context switching
between threads can affect the results in these experiments. In practice, when the number of threads increases, other
hardware resources may become a bottleneck (e.g., memory or disk I/O). However, the optimal policies spawn only a finite
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Table 2
Performance gains obtained on Apache web server for the twelve scenarios.
Case

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

π (1) (in %)
π (∞) (in %)

0.00
16.01

17.55
3.41

31.62
16.03

60.23
10.42

0.00
8.78

75.56
1.13

5.12
10.91

92.76
6.47

0.00
7.98

0.00
5.12

92.16
10.61

85.23
3.82

38.35
8.39

Fig. 4. Comparison of gains: Apache vs. model.

number of threads such that these phenomena do not occur in our experiments. In practice, the optimal policy bounds the
number of threads so that the likelihood of causing other bottlenecks is limited.
Presently, the Apache web server consists of a Multi-Processing Module (MPM) that implements a hybrid multi-process
multi-threaded server. This module uses threads to serve requests with less system resources than a process-based server.
The maximum total number of threads that may be spawned is equal to the parameter MaxClients, which is set to 150 in
the standard configuration. The configuration file of the Apache web server advises to set this number high so that maximum
performance can be achieved (thus, effectively implementing π (∞) ). In addition, Apache always tries to maintain a pool of
spare or idle server threads, which stands ready to serve arriving requests. In this way, requests do not need to wait for new
threads to be created before they can be served. Consequently, the assumption in our model that creating (killing) threads
does not cost additional time, is justified.
In Table 2 the gains of using policy π ∗ over policy π (1) and π (∞) are listed. We compare π ∗ only with these two policies,
since the results in Table 1 suggest that the best alternative policy is achieved either under π (1) or π (∞) . As mentioned in
the previous paragraph, the policy π (∞) also coincides with the standard thread-management policy used by the Apache
web server. In Fig. 4 the gains of the different cases are compared to the theoretically calculated gains.
The figure shows that the observed gains closely match the theoretical gains, so that the multi-layered queueing model
can be used to establish effective thread-management policies in practice. Note that the gains obtained by the model are
generally higher than the gains obtained in the experimental setting. This can be explained by observing that context
switching is not taken into account in the model. Moreover, we expect that the gains of π ∗ over π (∞) strongly increase
when the system is heavily loaded, since this will lead to superfluous context switching and hence a waste of processor
capacity in the case of π (∞) .
5. Discussion
In this section we discuss the computational complexity of the optimal policy derived in Theorem 3.1 and discuss possible
model extensions.
Remark 5.1 (Computational Complexity). The optimal policy of Theorem 3.1 is explicit for the case of exponentially and
Erlang distributed service times. For other service distributions, the optimal policy can be computed efficiently by a recursive
scheme starting with queue N and working backwards to queue 1. Thus, decision rule ϕi does not depend on the states
(n(j) , k(j) ) for j < i. This observation leads to a dramatic reduction in the number of states for which one needs to determine
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the optimal decision rule. More precisely, the number of states that one needs to derive the decision rule for queue i is
QN
PN
reduced from l=1 Ml to l=i Ml .
Remark 5.2 (Feedback Control). In this paper, it is assumed that the service-time distribution at each processing step is a
known phase-type distribution, while in practice accurate measurements of the service-time distribution may not be trivial
to obtain. In practice, custom instrumentation can be developed to estimate the workload (see [5]). Also, the processingtime distributions may change over time, which may impact the optimal thread-assignment policies. In practice, one can
develop a feedback loop that re-estimates the service-time distribution regularly and adjusts the policies accordingly. The
work in this paper forms the basis for this closed-loop control with feedback.
Remark 5.3 (Multi-resource Possession). In the present paper, it is assumed that the active threads share a single common
hardware resource, modeled as a PS-server. Although this assumption works well in many cases (e.g., where the server
is CPU- or I/O-bound), the model may be extended to include the fact that threads may occupy multiple resources
simultaneously. In fact, many web server architectures deal with more than one shared resource at the hardware layer
in addition to the CPU (e.g., memory, I/O, bandwidth, multi-cored processors or multiple CPUs). Therefore, the highly
distributed nature of today’s information and communication infrastructures warrants research for multi-layered queueing
models with multiple shared resources. The derivation of efficient thread-assignment policies for models that allow threads
to occupy multiple resources at the same time is far from trivial, and addresses an interesting topic for further research.
6. Conclusions and further research
We have considered the problem of dynamic thread assignment in web servers such that the expected response time is
minimized. This problem can be translated into a Markov decision process problem for multi-layered queueing networks, a
class of queueing networks for which hardly any exact detailed results have been obtained so far. We show that for phasetype service-time distributions, the optimal policy spawns a thread for a request if the resulting expected sojourn time of
that request becomes smaller than the expected sojourn time, of at least one request further in the queueing system. This
insight, when using dynamic policies that have information on the service-time distributions, leads to an efficient recursive
computation of the optimal policy. When the performance of this optimal policy is compared to the performance of policies
that serve requests only based on the number of outstanding threads, it is shown that significant gains can be obtained.
Experiments on an Apache web server show that the theoretically predicted gains are also achieved in practice.
We mention a number of interesting avenues for further research. First, in many web-based services, a single user
transaction induces a sequence of server and database requests. These requests do not need to progress through the system
linearly, but may be routed in a general manner through the network, so that certain queues are visited more than once.
In this case, the optimal decision rules may depend on the decision rules of all the queues, since requests that are behind a
particular request can be routed such that they will be ahead of the request. The insight provided by our model can prove
to be useful for deriving optimal policies for this system.
Second, from a methodological point of view, it is challenging to investigate to what extent the results presented in
this paper can be generalized to a more general class of multi-layered queueing models. For example, in many cases, the
threads at the higher layer may not share an underlying resource that follows a processor-sharing discipline, but instead
may be served, for example, on a first-come-first-served basis. Performance analysis and optimization for this type of model
address a very challenging area for further research.
Third, another highly relevant extension of the model is to include communication with backend servers. In practice, Web
servers usually operate in a multi-tiered environment in which dynamic content is gathered from downstream backend
servers. In this context, an active thread that sends an information-retrieval request to a backend server communicates
either synchronously or asynchronously. In case of synchronous communication, the thread is blocked while waiting for the
requested information, while in the case of asynchronous communication, the thread proceeds to the next job and may be
interrupted whenever the information retrieval is finished. Extension of the model to include communication with remote
backend servers is an interesting topic for further research.
Finally, for many transaction-based applications, the user-perceived performance is not fully described by the expected
response time. The variability, and in many cases even the tail probabilities of the response times, have a significant impact
on the perceived performance. Alternatively, from the perspective of a service provider, the model can be extended to deal
with multiple request types, each having its own service level agreement. These extensions raise many challenging questions
that are of practical interest.
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